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1 Introduction
Distributed systems have evolved rapidly as the demand for quick design and
deployment of business requirements has increased (Salah et al., 2016). They
have grown rapidly from the monolithic style of designing applications to
today’s service-based architectures such as service oriented architecture (SOA) and
microservices. In monolithic applications, the entire application is dumped in a single
code base and deployed as a single archive. Monolithic applications are difficult
to update, maintain, and deploy as it makes the application code very complex to
understand (Escobar et al., 2016). To make a single update in the system, the entire
application needs to be shut down and redeploy every component (Krasuse, 2015). To
overcome the design and deployment challenges in monolithic applications, SOA has
emerged as a style of decomposing the entire application into loosely coupled, scalable,
and interoperable services (Xiao et al., 2016). Services are the major component of
the SOA that performs various business tasks that are simple or complex based on
the business requirements. SOA is mainly used for the integration of large enterprise
applications using middleware communication technologies such as enterprise service
bus (ESB) (Raj and Ravichandra, 2018). SOA has gained more popularity with the web
services implementation where each service can be designed, deployed, and discovered
over the internet using the simple object access protocol (SOAP) over hypertext transfer
protocol (HTTP) (Vural et al., 2017).
Though SOA has gained popularity in designing enterprise applications, it exhibits
few design and deployment challenges (Salah et al., 2016). The services in SOA are
tightly coupled with ESB for the exchange of messages and if there is a need to update
a particular service, it requires to redeploy the dependent components in the system.
Therefore, the deployment process of SOA is still seen as a monolith (Wolff, 2016).
A lot of complex configurations in ESB are required for adding new requirements
for end-users in SOA. Moreover, with the ever-changing business requirements, the
services in SOA are tending towards monolithic in size making the application complex
and difficult to maintain. Further, the on-demand services can be scaled horizontally
but the hardware cost increases as it requires additional infrastructure. The web
services implementation uses heavyweight protocols such as extensible markup language
(XML)-based web services description language (WSDL) and SOAP for communication
between the services which reduces the performance of the application.
To overcome the challenges in existing architectures, microservices has emerged
as a new style and has become popular in the designing of enterprise applications.
Microservices is defined as an architectural style for developing applications as a suite
of small and independent components. Each microservice runs in its own process and
communicates with other services using lightweight protocols such as representational
state transfer (REST) and HTTP (Fowler and Lewis, 2014). Loose coupling and the
freedom of choosing programming languages for the implementation of microservices
is one of the major benefits. Microservices are deployed in docker containers which
are lightweight and they are best suitable for microservices as they start very
quickly (Amaral et al., 2015). Container images consist of all required environmental
configurations and developers can easily access from DockerHub. Microservices can be
easily added or removed from the applications and they can be easily migrated from one
host to another. Independent deployment helps in auto-scaling of the microservices at
a fast pace and can easily handle the load. Microservices enable continuous integration
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and continuous delivery and suit well with DevOps style which acts as a framework
for the complete software development life cycle (SDLC) of microservices (Balalaie
et al., 2016). Compared to traditional architectures, microservices are designed in short
development time, reduces the inherent complexity, and increases the scalability (Wang
et al., 2020).
Microservices has become popular and many large information technology (IT)
giants such as Amazon, Netflix, Twitter, etc. have started designing their applications
using microservices. Many companies have also started migrating their legacy
applications to microservices architectural style (Taibi et al., 2018). According to the
International Data Corporation (IDC), 80% of the cloud applications will be designed
using microservices by the end of 2021 (Larrucea et al., 2016). However, academic
research of microservices is still at an early stage and very little work has been published
on the comparison of microservices with SOA.
Technically, there are certain differences between the design and implementation
strategies of both SOA and microservices applications. SOA is based on the concept
of sharing as much as possible whereas microservices architecture is based on the idea
of sharing as little as possible (Wilde et al., 2016). SOA depends on heavyweight
middleware and ESB for communication between the services whereas microservices
rely only on lightweight technologies. SOA is related to protocols and formats such
as WSDL, SOAP, etc. and microservices use REST and HTTP for communication and
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as data exchange format (Jamshidi et al., 2016).
Microservices follow the concept of smart endpoints, dumb pipes, and follow the
strategy of choreography over orchestration (Bogner et al., 2017).

1.1 Motivation
With the wider benefits of microservices, software architects have started pushing their
applications towards microservices architectural style. However, with the costs required
for migration, architects are hesitant to migrate and they are in chaos whether to migrate
the applications to microservices or not as they are unaware of the pros and cons of
adopting it (Taibi et al., 2017). Also, in several studies, it is mentioned that there is
a need to compare and investigate both SOA and microservices architecture in terms
of performance, development effort, and maintenance (Bogner et al., 2019; Rademacher
et al., 2018; Pahl et al., 2018). Scalability of an application cannot be measured
directly and it is an immeasurable unit. However, scalability depends on coupling and
complexity of the services, which we have considered in this work. Therefore, this work
presents the empirical comparison of both SOA and microservices architecture with a
prime focus on the complexity and performance of the applications.
The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows. The required background
information about complexity and performance is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 talks
about the related works done in comparing both SOA and microservices architectures.
The preliminaries of service graph (SG) concepts are discussed in Section 4 and the
case study application along with its service details are presented in Section 5. The
comparison in terms of complexity and performance are presented in Sections 6 and 7
respectively. Section 8 concludes the paper.
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2 Background
One of the goals in the architecture-level modifiability analysis (ALMA) model
presented by Lassing et al. (2002) considers comparing two or more architectures to find
the better one. Here, we consider SOA and microservices architectures for comparison
to find the appropriate one to use in the design of enterprise applications. The number of
services (NoSs) will be more in microservices and the applications will be more complex
compared to SOA. Moreover, the deployment strategy of microservices is completely
different from that of SOA and hence it motivates us to select the comparison criteria
as complexity analysis and performance testing of the service-based architectures.

2.1 Complexity
In the context of software architectures, complexity can be defined as the complexities
of services or components that make up the complete architecture and their dependencies
(AlSharif et al., 2004). Continuous upgrade and enhancements of software applications
make the services larger and hence the design, implementation, and deployment of
such applications become more complex (Gribaudo et al., 2017). The results of the
survey presented in Di Francesco et al. (2017) state that despite having low service
coupling in microservices, the complexity of the application increases. Microservices
system consists of fine-grained services and interactions are very complex including the
configurations of the environments. Multiple service calls occur for a simple business
task to process and give the result (Zhou et al., 2018). Also, the cost and time for
development increases with the increase in the complexity of the application (Fowler
and Lewis, 2014). Though it has been stated in the literature that the complexity of
the microservices application is high, it is required to compare the same with SOA and
check the behaviour of the application with the increase in complexity.

2.2 Performance testing
Performance related features such as response time are of more interest to determine
the acceptability of software design (Spitznagel and Garlan, 1998). Response time
is the time taken for a particular business request (BR) from initiating to the
successful completion of the task. Though the chosen architectures are service-based,
the implementation style and deployment environment are completely different and
the impact of cloud can be analysed with load testing. JMeter tool is best suitable
for performing the load testing and it has been successfully used to evaluate the
SOA-based web services (Nevedrov, 2006). In a comparative study (Salah et al., 2017),
container-based services perform better when compared to virtual machine (VM)-based
services. Hence, we deploy microservices in cloud containers and verify the response
times of both applications.
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3 Related work: SOA vs. microservices
The comparison of SOA and microservices have been studied in different perspectives
in the literature. Bogner et al. (2018) have considered the relevance of SOA patterns to
microservices architecture. The patterns used in microservices are not new and most of
the patterns applicable for microservices are also applicable to microservices. However,
this cannot be considered as a comparison of both the architectures. Theoretical
differences between both the styles in terms of features are discussed in Cerny et al.
(2017, 2018). The differences are presented in both research and industry perspective.
Similar work of comparing distributed systems such as client/server, mobile agents,
SOA, and microservices is presented in Salah et al. (2016). More focus on comparing
SOA and microservices has been studied in terms of communication protocols,
messaging framework, and service discovery. In all the works stated above, there has
been no empirical work done in comparing both SOA and microservices styles.
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no publications on comparison
of SOA and microservices in terms of complexity and performance. Few works have
been carried out in evaluating the performance of microservices and compared with
monolithic applications (Gos and Zabierowski, 2020; Ueda et al., 2016; Villamizar et al.,
2017). However, the focus of our work is to compare the microservices architecture
with SOA style. In this work, we consider the complexity and performance testing as
attributes for comparison between both the architectures.

4 Preliminaries
We define a formal model called SG which resembles any service-based application. By
considering the inputs and outputs from the application programming interfaces (APIs)
of the application, we create a SG. As both SOA and microservices architectures have
services as the main component, we use this SG for comparison of both the architectural
styles.

4.1 Service graph
SG is a standard graph created for the visual analysis of communication and dependence
between the services of the application. It helps in extracting the values for metrics such
as NoSs and the complexity of each service. It also helps in software engineering tasks
such as effort estimation, complexity analysis, design patterns, etc. The generalised form
of a SG is shown in Figure 1.

4.1.1 Service definition
Let a graph G(V, E) be a SG with n nodes, where the nodes of the graph represent a set
of services in the application, and edges between the nodes represent the interactions or
dependency each service has with other services in the application. Let V = {s1 , s2 , s3 ,
...} be the nodes of the SG where s1 , s2 , s3 , ... are services and E = {(s1 , s2 ), (s1 , s3 ),
(s2 , s4 ), ...} be the edges between the nodes which represent the dependency between
the services. A service can be represented as a set of coordinating and interacting
processes as defined in equation (1).
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where Si is the logical service instance, Pk i indicates k th process implementing logical
service functionality fi through the programmatic interface Ii and Λ represents network
communication function between individual processes (Yanchuk et al., 2006).
Figure 1

Formal representation of service-based application

5 Case study application
We use a standard web-based application, vehicle management system (VMS)
(Bhallamudi et al., 2009) which is used to select, customise, and purchase vehicles and
its parts using a web interface. The goal of this application is to help customers to
select, customise, compare vehicle, locate dealer and request for a quote. All the details
of the vehicles, their parts and prices are configured in the database and helps customers
with details using the user interface. Customers can select the vehicle of choice and the
dealer for the selected vehicle from the inventory data. Customers can even select the
part and the product type of the vehicle from the interface. The selected information
is generated as a lead and sent to the dealer who helps the customer in purchasing the
vehicle and its parts.

5.1 SOA-based application
The chosen case study application has eight services in the SOA implementation.
The details of the SOA services are listed in Table 1 and the SG representation
denoted as SG SOA is presented as shown in Figure 2. We implement the SOA-based
application using The Information Bus Company (TIBCO) Business Works (BW) and
deployed using TIBCO administrator. For data storage, oracle database is considered and
database palettes of TIBCO BW helps in connecting to the database. The communication
between the services is using REST protocol via HTTP. Each service is deployed as an
independent archive in a single server.
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SG SOA: SG representation of SOA-based web application

Table 1 Details of services of both SOA and microservices-based applications
Notation in SG SOA
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
s6

s7
s8

SOA services
Config service
Part service
Product service
Compare service
Incentives and pricing service

Microservices

Config service
Part service
Product service
Compare service
Incentives service
Pricing service
Dealer and inventory service
Dealer service
Dealer locator service
Inventory service
Lead service
Get-a-quote service
Lead processor service
User interface client
User interface client

Notation in SG MSA
ms1
ms2
ms3
ms4
ms5
ms6
ms7
ms8
ms9
ms10
ms11
ms12

5.2 Microservices-based application
In order to develop microservices-based application, we adopt the microservices
extration approach from SOA-based application (Raj and Ravichandra, 2020) and
generate the SG which helps in identifying the candidate microservices. Considering the
set of microservices, the chosen case study application is implemented using spring boot
framework and REST/JSON formats are used for communication among the services
in the network. Eureka service is used as service registry to store all the services. To
store the data, MYSQL database is considered and spring boot connector retrieves data
using JPA connector. Each microservice is deployed with containers using docker in
the cloud. The docker image of the application is created, deployed in docker hub and
containers are created from docker images. The details of the generated microservices
are presented in Table 1 and the SG (SG MSA) is presented in Figure 3.
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SG MSA: SG representation of microservices-based web application

6 Complexity analysis
As discussed, there is a strong need to compare both SOA and microservices architecture
as software architects are in chaos whether to continue the applications in SOA or
to migrate them to microservices style. We consider the metrics for measuring the
complexity of the software architectures (Zhao, 1998) and extract the metric values from
SG representation. The metric values are considered to compare the complexity of both
the architectures. Below, the metric definitions and evaluation of both the architectures
are discussed.

6.1 Total complexity of the software architecture
This metric is used to calculate the total complexity of the application by considering
the dependencies between the services. Let Dt be the set of all dependencies in the
SG of the software architecture, the total complexity MT of the architecture can be
measured as
MT =| Dt |

(2)

The dependencies between the services are extracted from the SG representation.

6.2 Global complexity of the software architecture
Each service may contain multiple processes and each process also adds to the
complexity of the system. By considering the individual complexities of the services,
we consider another metric for calculating the global complexity.
Let MT be the total complexity and M1 , M2 , ..., Mk be the individual service
complexities, then the global complexity MG is calculated as
MG = MT +

k
∑
i=1

Mi .

(3)
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To calculate the individual complexities of each service in the application, the coupling
factor of the service is considered.

6.3 Service coupling
The coupling between the services indicates the dependencies it has on other services
and it should be always low. The more coupling intensity between the services, the high
is the complexity of the system. Hence, we consider the metrics related to coupling to
calculate the complexity of individual services.

6.3.1 Metrics related to coupling
SG provides the details of basic metrics that are used to determine other metric values.
NoSs value is given by the count of nodes in the SG,
N oS = n

(4)

Coupling of services (CS) value is given by the degree of each node as given in
equation (5).
CSi = deg(si )

(5)

Relative coupling of services (RCS) denotes the degree of coupling in a particular
service (Qingqing and Xinke, 2009). RCS of service is calculated using the formula in
equation (6).
RCS[s] =

CS[s]
N oS

(6)

The complexity of the application can be measured with this metric. The coupling
intensity of a service is directly proportional to the value of the RCS. Using the
above metrics, we evaluate the chosen case study application and compare both the
architectural styles.

6.4 SOA-based application
In order to compare both the styles, we extract the metric values from the SG of both
the styles. From the SG representation of SOA style as shown in Figure 2, we identify
the dependencies and also calculate the CS and RCS values, presented in Table 2.

6.4.1 Total complexity
The total complexity of the application is calculated by the summation of all
dependencies among the services. By considering the CS values from Table 2, we
calculate the total complexity.
MT =| Dt |= 38
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Table 2 List of services with CS and RCS values of SOA-based application
Service #

Interacting services

CS value

RCS value

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
1, 4, 5, 6, 8
1, 4, 5, 6, 8
1, 2, 3, 8
1, 2, 3, 8
1, 2, 3, 7, 8
6, 8
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

6
5
5
4
4
5
2
7

0.75
0.62
0.62
0.5
0.5
0.62
0.25
0.87

s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
s6
s7
s8

6.4.2 Global complexity
The global complexity metrics require the complexities of individual services and hence,
we consider the RCS values for measuring the individual service complexity.
MG = MT +

8
∑

Mi . = 38 + 4.73 = 42.73

i=1

6.5 Microservices-based application
Similarly, from the SG of microservices application, we extract the dependencies from
the SG as shown in Figure 3 and calculate the CS and RCS values, presented in Table 3.

6.5.1 Total complexity
The total complexity of the application is calculated by the summation of all
dependencies in the SG of microservices-based application. By considering the CS
values from Table 3,
MT =| Dt |= 70

6.5.2 Global complexity
The global complexity metrics require the complexities of individual services and hence,
we consider the RCS values for measuring the individual service complexity. From the
RCS values in Table 3,
MG = MT +

12
∑
i=1

Mi . = 70 + 5.8 = 75.8
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Table 3 List of services with CS and RCS values of microservices-based application
Service #
ms1
ms2
ms3
ms4
ms5
ms6
ms7
ms8
ms9
ms10
ms11
ms12

Interacting services

CS value

RCS value

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12
1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12
1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12
1, 2, 3, 10, 12
1, 2, 3, 6, 12
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12
1, 9, 10, 11, 12
11, 12
1, 7, 10, 12
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12
7, 8, 12
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

9
6
6
5
5
6
5
2
4
8
3
11

0.75
0.5
0.5
0.41
0.41
0.5
0.41
0.16
0.33
0.67
0.25
0.91

6.6 Comparison
The values of both total and global complexities for both SOA and microservices-based
applications are plotted as a graph as shown in Figure 4. The results show that
the microservices-based application is more complex when compared with SOA-based
application. By the definition of microservices, the NoSs will be more in microservices
than in SOA. For the chosen case study application, the NoSs in SOA application
is 8 and in the microservices-based application, it is 12 whereas the sum of total
dependencies is 38 in SOA application and 70 in microservices-based application. We
observe that 50% increase in NoSs has lead to 84% increase in the dependencies in
the microservices application. The more NoSs, the more will the complexity of the
application. From the SGs as shown in Figures 2 and 3, we can observe that the
dependencies among the services in microservices application is very high compared to
SOA-based application.
Figure 4

Comparison of complexities (see online version for colours)
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7 Performance testing
In order to compare the performance of both the architectures, we consider load testing
on both the applications. As JMeter can be used to carry out performance tests for
SOAP and REST-based web services, we configured JMeter to perform the load testing
by considering 500 and 1,000 users of load on both the applications. All the services
in both SOA and microservices-based applications are given load using JMeter tool
and we capture the average response time for 500 and 1,000 users separately for all
services. The time taken from sending the request to getting the first response is treated
as response time and it is measures in millisecs. The average response time of both
SOA-based services and microservices are presented in Tables 4 and 5 respectively.
Table 4 Response time values of SOA services
Response time (millisecs)

SOA services
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
s6
s7
s8

500 users

1,000 users

3,412.76
4,519.34
6,127.12
5,923.67
7,534.18
8,316.41
5,681.75
6,120.67

6,850.68
8,080.58
10,870.84
10,381.83
15,127.50
16,199.60
13,887.48
11,812.99

Table 5 Response time values of microservices
Response time (millisecs)

Microservices
ms1
ms2
ms3
ms4
ms5
ms6
ms7
ms8
ms9
ms10
ms11
ms12

500 users

1,000 users

2,691.47
4,245.85
5,381.52
4,818.51
3,133.11
4,914.38
4,608.70
4,037.72
4,403.81
2,308.32
3,671.6
4,866.44

7,353.89
14,590.98
6,712.26
14,296.40
3,481.54
9,608.29
5,398.62
5,218.80
3,783.48
4,839.70
10,303.73
9,376.96
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7.1 Comparison criteria
In order to compare the performance of both the architectural styles, we define BRs
according to the functionality of the case study application. The sequence of services
invoked for processing a particular business functionality are stored as a sequence
with the service numbers. By understanding the complete case study application, we
identfied seven major BRs and listed them in Table 6 for SOA and microservices-based
applications respectively. The time taken for each of these BRs in both SOA and
microservices-based applications are considered as criteria for comparison.
Table 6 Mapping of business requests with workflows
Business
requests
BR1
BR2
BR3
BR4
BR5
BR6
BR7

Sequence of SOA services

Sequence of microservices

s8 − s1 − s3 − s2 − s5 − s6
s8 − s6 − s3 − s2 − s4
s8 − s6 − s3 − s2 − s5 − s4
s8 − s6
s8 − s6 − s7
s8 − s1 − s6
s8 − s1 − s5

ms12 − ms1 − ms3 − ms2 − ms6 − ms5 − ms9
ms12 − ms9 − ms3 − ms2 − ms4
ms12 − ms9 − ms3 − ms2 − ms6 − ms5 − ms4
ms12 − ms8 − ms9
ms12 − ms9 − ms10 − ms11 − ms8 − ms7
ms12 − ms1 − ms7 − ms8
ms12 − ms1 − ms5 − ms6

To better understand the BRs, lets consider the business functionality of comparing two
different vehicle models and their parts. The comparing of products and parts of the
vehicles is configured as BR BR2. The user through the web interface client selects the
product and parts of the vehicles from inventory and chooses the compare option in
the application. The results of the comparison are displayed on the screen and the user
decides on the vehicle to select. The services which gets invoked in this process are
represented as a sequence, shown in Table 6.

7.2 Comparison results
The average response times of each of the services involved in the BRs are added to get
the response time of the complete BR. The time taken for all the requests under 500 and
1,000 users for both SOA and microservices applications are plotted as a tornado graph
as shown in Figures 5 and 6. It is clear from the graph that the average response time
for completing the BRs in SOA-based application is high compared to microservices
application. For in detail analysis of the performance load testing, we consider two
different scenarios w.r.t. to the NoSs involved in getting the response of a BR.

7.2.1 BR having the same NoSs
From the details of BRs and corresponding sequences in Table 6, we can observe that
BR2 has the same NoSs and the functionality of the service also remains the same but
designed with different architectural styles. We consider this scenario to test the response
time for BR2 which clearly presents the impact of architecture and its environmental
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factors. The BR BR2 is verified using 500 and 1,000 users and the average response
times are plotted as a bar graph as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 5

Response time of BRs for 500 users (see online version for colours)

Figure 6

Response time of BRs for 1,000 users (see online version for colours)

Figure 7

Average response time for BR2 (see online version for colours)

The results from the graph for the BR BR2 of our case study show that the
microservices-based application has better reponse time when compared to SOA-based
application even though the NoSs and the business functionality remains same.
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7.2.2 BR having different NoSs
To identify how both the architectures behave with different NoSs, we choose the BR
BR5 as NoSs involved in SOA-based application is three and in microservices-based
application is six. The BR BR5 is also tested with 500 and 1,000 users for both the
applications and results are plotted as a bar graph as shown in Figure 8. The results show
that microservices have high response time when compared to SOA with 500 users and
the response time is better for microservices when the number of users is increased to
1,000. It shows that though the NoSs is high in microservices, because of its cloud-based
deployment environments, the average response time of microservices-based application
is low.
Figure 8

Average response time for BR5 (see online version for colours)

8 Conclusions
After observing the advantages of migrating monolithic applications to microservices,
migration of SOA-based applications has gained an interest in the IT industry. However,
some of the software architects are in chaos whether to migrate the SOA-based
applications or not, as they are unclear about the pros and cons of migration to
microservices. Moreover, there is no much empirical work done in comparison of both
these architectural styles. This work helps in understanding the differences in terms
of complexity and performance of both the styles. Based on the analysis done for the
complexity of the applications, it is clear that microservices application has more NoSs
and application is more complex than SOA. The coupling between the services is also
less in microservices architecture. However, the performance testing shows better results
for microservices with quick response times with 500 and 1,000 users. Furthermore,
the chosen case study application exhibits better results when chosen the BRs with the
same NoSs in both styles. After this experimental study, we conclude that microservices
architecture exhibits better performance results with the use of cloud-based environments
and can be used in the design of large enterprise applications.
In this work, we compared both the architectures in terms of coupling, complexity,
and performance. As part of future work, other features such as scalability, maintenance,
etc. will be considered for comparison.
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